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have the satisfaction of 'knowing that the capitalism that I have
opposed is to-day in full, even in panic-stricken, retreat in every
country in the world. When it is finally driven from the field the
universe will be a cleaner and happier place. This desirable end
may not have to wait until an adequately organized Socialist party
is able to kick it into oblivion; the final blow may well tje delivered
by its own supporters, who no longer find its' rewards, adequate
when they follow its savage injunction to climb iupon the shoulders
of another and seek to remain there. . . . 'The country would
like to see the power of the State resolutely applied to secure during
the next few years, and at need to compel^ the consolidated efficiency
of the chief staple industries/x
Meanwhile, the Labour movement has essential work to do.
The trade unions should remain vigilant and strong; for nothing
in the workman's past experience of the employing classes, and
nothing that he knows of them at the present time, would justify
the belief that, if the profits on industrial enterprises were increased
by five, ten, twenty, or even fifty per cent, one additional penny
would voluntarily be passed on to the worker as increased wages.
The workers themselves are not perfect. They are to a great
extent what centuries of material and spiritual subordination to
their social superiors have made them. They have been driven
like cattle, they have often been housed worse than cattle, and they
carry with them the marks of their history.
I have tried in these pages to recall some of the strivings and
inspirations of the recent past. The future is with the young.
What will they do with the world ? I try to keep loyal to my faith
in them, but they sometimes frighten me. They seem for the
most part to be indifferent both to their heritage and to their
responsibilities. They may differ from each other about many
things, but they are united in their contempt for experience. They
are so certain that youth alone is right. They may believe in
liberty and progress, but they have no disciplined passion to defend
and promote these virtues. They will neither 'fight for king and
country/ nor adequately organize themselves to prevent war. The
only things they take on trust are Fascism and Communism. In
everything relating to sex they insist upon discussion being free
and continuous; but of well-sustained preparation for public work
I see very little. The athlete and the cinema-star are their gods.
In many ways the youth of our time is so frank and fine that I try
1J. L. Garvin, Observer, 2ist January 1934.

